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The CPSDA Sports Nutrition Boot Camp provides intensive 
hands-on instruction from leading collegiate, professional and 
tactical sports dietitians for transitioning dietitians, dietetic 
interns and dietetic students striving to become sports RD’s. 

CPSDA Student Members,
 
Welcome to the Fall 2019 Student Newsletter! We hope everyone is 
having a great start to this new academic year. We would like to 
introduce you to Samantha Drake, our new Student Committee 
Co-Chair.
  
Samantha is a senior at Samantha is a senior at Johnson and Wales University Denver Campus, 
majoring in Culinary Nutrition and Dietetics. She is currently the first 
Culinary/Dietetic Intern at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln on 
their Performance Nutrition Team. Samantha will graduate May ‘20 
and then plans on applying for the Dietetic Internship. Her career goal 
is to become a Chef/Sports RD, and she specializes in baking and vegan 
cuisine. Samantha has been a member of CPSDA for the past year and 
is excited to begin her role as Student Co-Chaiis excited to begin her role as Student Co-Chair.
 
We are thrilled to have Samantha join us as another valuable resource 
for student members to utilize on their career journey and to have her 
assist with the creation of the student newsletter! Please don’t hesitate 
to reach out to either of us regarding any questions, concerns, or 
comments you may have. We look forward to serving you!
 
Samantha Drake and Cailyn Schroeder, Student Committee Co-Chairs
samanthajdrake@hotmail.com cailyn_schroeder@yahoo.com

https://www.sportsrd.org/conferences-and-workshops/boot-camp/
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Dr. Riechman gave an overview of the work his lab does studying mental 
performance. He discussed the use of the innovative NeuroTracker software, 
combined with food logs to evaluate cognitive performance. Dr. Riechman 
emphasized the importance of eye health and how  <2000 µg/day of lutein can 
increase the risk of developing macular degeneration. 

The 2019 CPSDA Annual Conference was held at the Gaylord Texan Resort 
in Grapevine, Texas.  We heard many great speakers, including an 
inspirational keynote from Valorie Kondos-Field, the head gymnastics coach 
at UCLA. Miss Val inspired us all through her own personal journey of 
dancing, coaching and surviving breast cancer. She encouraged us to go after 
our dreams, choreograph our lives and own the choices we make.  Here is a 
recap of some additional sessions presented at the 2019 conference:

Peter Ritz, former CPSDA Student Co-Chair, and Michelle Rockwell were the first 
recipients of the CPSDA Research Award. Their research looked at the status and 
usage of omega-3’s in collegiate athletes at several different schools. They observed 
low omega-3 status in a large percentage of student-athletes. While those who 
consumed fish oil or omega-3 supplementation twice a week had higher levels – 
levels were still not at the optimal level for health or performance. 

Dr. Lis discussed the fact that 30-90% of athletes report GI symptoms and working 
with a sports dietitian can have a great impact on intervention. She suggested that 
this is a great way to introduce the FODMAP diet.  She also noted that many athletes 
who choose to eat gluten-free may not actually be gluten intolerant. These athletes 
often feel better from the subsequent reduction in FODMAP loads and may have 
improved health and performance. 

Graeme is a researcher from England and on the performance team for England 
Rugby. We learned how he brings his work in the lab to the field, to help athletes 
improve performance and how all of this translates back to research done in the lab. 
Graeme discussed how they use sweat science, probiotics and unique fueling 
strategies like the “pit stop” of milk and muesli bar to optimize athlete’s potential.

In this session, we learned about the cardiovascular effects of steroid use, ways to 
reduce inflammation with dietary supplements, and the latest research on protein 
and creatine supplementation. Tavis and Donald reminded us of the importance of 
staying educated on supplementation, so that we can better inform our athletes of 
the risks and benefits that each supplement might have on performance.

Andres provided a review of the intermittent fasting research  - especially 
regarding athletes and performance. In some instances athletes may follow various 
fasting diets for religious reasons such as Ramadan. Understanding different types 
of fasting can help us connect with an athlete and better assist them with 
optimizing performance during times of fasting.  

VALORIE KONDOS-FIELD

GRAEME CLOSE

ANDRES AYESTA PETER RITZ & MICHELLE ROCKWELL
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TODD SEYFARTH LIZ WLUKA

Amy, Liz and Carolyn presented an overview of how to get started in the field of 
sports nutrition. They discussed the skills and abilities necessary, available 
opportunities, ways to stand out and lessons they have learned in their careers. This 
was a great session for students and young professionals to kickstart their careers!

Rebecca McConville and Patrick Devenny presented a great session on eating 
disorders in male athletes. Rebecca gave her presentation from the sports dietitian’s 
perspective. While Patrick presented his experience as a former NFL athlete with an 
eating disorder. Together they addressed identification, treatment and various 
approaches to goal setting. 

BALANCE 
AND 

Balancing work commitments and life outside of work can be difficult, especially in 
the field of athletics. Many sports dietitians are building programs and work 
non-traditional hours.  Everyone deals with stress differently, so we thought it would 
be great to highlight some of our members and how they find work-life balance.

SAMANTHA FUHRMANN: Samantha is the sports dietitian at 
North Dakota State University, working with 425 student 
athletes across 14 teams, including the NDSU football program 
which has won 7 out of the last 8 FCS national titles. Providing 
services for this many athletes takes a lot of dedication and 
intentional time management. In addition, Samantha helps 
teach a foodservice course at NDSU. 

LISA KOPECKY: Lisa is the Assistant Director of Performance 
Nutrition at the University of Nebraska  covering 7 sports: 

softball, baseball, tennis, soccer, golf, bowling, and rifle. She is 
also a mother and wife with teenagers who are active in sports, 
requiring her to balance the busy life of a sports RD, as well as, 

that of a parent and spouse. 

ALLISON MAURER: Allison is the Director of Sports Nutrition 
and Fueling for the Pittsburgh Pirates. Prior to her current role, 
she was a sports dietitian at the University of Tennessee and the 
University of Colorado. Allison also owns her own practice, PPR 
Fuel (Prepare, Perform, Recover), and is a single mom to 3 boys.

What does a wk week lk like ding yr busiest time of ye?
SAMANTHA – This depends on the day. Fall camp with football includes 
mandatory breakfast, lunch, and dinner with hydration testing in the mornings 
and fueling station management for lifting, practice, and walk-through. Camp 
typically runs 6 am to 10:30 pm each day. During the season, football still has 
mandatory meals and continues with hydration testing. I also give nutrition 
presentations on Tuesday afternoons. This is on top of meeting all of the 
demands for the other teams in our athletic department including 
fueling station, nutrition presentations, one-on-one meetings, etc.fueling station, nutrition presentations, one-on-one meetings, etc.

LIFE
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H  do y manage sess ding this busy seas?
SAMANTHA – I try my best to take a few moments for myself, whether that be 
working out, counting the divots in the ceiling or meeting a friend for some good 
laughs.

LISA LISA – I have admitted I can’t do it all.  I have a cleaning lady who comes into my 
home once a month to make sure the bathrooms are clean, dust the house & cleans 
my floors.  We seem to be able to manage in between times. In my house, everyone is 
responsible for their own laundry (children & spouse included). I like to prep meals 
for the next week and possibly the freezer as well. I have started taking advantage of 
grocery services that deliver to my house or I can pick up at a time that is convenient 
for me.  Once this is set up, the apps can store my favorite items, so it becomes much 
faster to shofaster to shop. When I feel like I don’t have time to do much at home, I focus on a 
couple of things I can do daily such as make the bed and load the dishwasher.

ALLISON: UGH! I don’t know if there is a perfect way to manage stress. I like 
to exercise, especially run - that really helps me keep my stress levels down.

TODD SEYFARTH LIZ WLUKA

SAMANTHA – I would be lying if I said I had not. Burnout is not the state of mind that 
will excel your performance. I tried to be Wonder Woman at times, but I realized real 
quick I am HUMAN… and cannot do it all. I have learned that to be productive and 
happy you need to balance your needs, then meet the needs of others.

LISA – Yes, it is often hard to admit but most of us are really good at over committing.

ALLISON: Yes! 

H  did y ce it?
SAMANTHA – I looked at my daily schedule to figure out where I was not being as 
productive as I could have been and where I could fit some “me” time in. I learned 
the hard way that self-care is important. I started getting up 30 minutes earlier in the 
morning to have some quiet time to read or focus my intentions for the day, make 
some coffee, eat and get ready. I also started seeing a counselor. Someone who is a 
third party, completely unbiased and able to look from the outside in and give some 
good advice. 

LISALISA – I removed myself from board positions, learned to say “No”, aligned my 
priorities and gave myself permission to not have something done at home or work.  
It’s okay to go to bed with dirty dishes in the sink.

ALLISONALLISON: I left my previous job. It may not be the answer that people want to hear - 
but I think everyone needs to know themselves. They need to know what they are 
willing to endure, how they will say no when constant needs are presented, and how 
to draw the line and create boundaries. I didn’t do that very well and my mental, 
emotional and physical-health suffered.

What sategies do y use to avd bnt? Are they simil to 
sategies y discuss with yr athletes?
SAMANTHA – Sometimes it is easier to preach than take my own advice, but I am 
always working on it. Two avenues I am working on are: not saying “yes” to 
everything and having boundaries. With the athletes I reiterate self-care a lot 
especially when they are here training in the summer. I recommend getting into a 
routine in the summer before life gets hectic so they are already in a routine,    
I myself, should practice my routine and stick to it once life gets chaotic. 

LISA – Eating well: fruits, veggies, whole grains and lean proteins. Sleep Hygiene: 
regular bedtime & wake time (when I can control it). Stretching before bed. Daily 
exercise- walking at work, while I wait to pick up a child from practice or taking the 
dogs out at night.  Me time: prayer & reading for pleasure, lunch or dinner out with a 
friend/spouse. From time to time, I have practiced regular meditation and found it 
very helpful. In my slower times, I gather with friends and family, even if for short 
periods of time-it is refreshing and keeps me going.

ALLISONALLISON: I think a lot of preventing burnout has to do with the organization you 
belong to. They usually set the standard for what is required. You need to be up-front 
with your expectations for yourself but if you are in an environment where whoever 
leaves first (after a 12 hour day), is talked about and looked down upon, then you will 
end up falling into that same trap. I don’t think I actually have good strategies to 
avoid burnout. I just think I call them boundaries. Those are very individual to each 
person but incredibly necessary. One of my boundaries is that as a single parent, I 
have my kids every other week. have my kids every other week. 

Have y ev pienced bnt?

LISA – First of all, there is nothing typical, ever.  I am not sure if fall camp or 
spring baseball & softball with a little tennis thrown in is busier.  I have children 
in junior high & high school who participate in sports throughout the year.  I 
frequently run to work and then go back home to take the kids to school before 
going back to work again.  It is unusual to leave work and not have a child’s 
athletic event to attend.

ALLISON: During my busiest time of year I am on the road traveling. I travel 50% of 
the time during the season (April-September). When I am on the road… it’s all work, 
all day. The weeks I am home, I am home. I work from home so I have my kids with 
me, do the summer-time fun things and have the opportunity to spend time with 
them. I do as much work as I can in the morning, before noon, then we head out for 
the day. Then when they go to bed; I will knock out another 2-3 hours of work. 
During the off-season, I have more down time. I still work from home so I get to do 
all the afterall the after-school activities, sports and all that fun stuff. I get my work done while 
they are at school and finish stuff once they go to bed.
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SAMANTHA: I think it is easy to come up with solutions, but walking the walk is 
much harder. Carving out some self-care time is much harder when you are a “yes 
ma’am” person. Telling someone “no” is much harder than taking on the world with 
the word “yes”. Again, I am not Wonder Woman, nor do I want to be.  I have been 
working on workbooks that help guide my thoughts and goals to make sure I am 
staying on track. 

LISA:LISA: Regular exercise: it can be hard to get to a class or have 30-60 minutes of 
exercise at one time so I look for ways to get 10 minutes at a time throughout my 
day. Meditation can be done in 1, 5 or 10 minute increments.  It allows you to 
practice deep breathing and clear your mind, so you can focus more intently later. 
Meal prep/planning can take more time and practice if you have not done it but is 
worth the effort & makes dinner less stressful if something is already made and 
waiting to be heated up.

ALLISON: ALLISON: One strategy I try to follow is what we say in the Pirates organization a lot.  
"Be where your feet are".  So if I am at one of my kids baseball games or school 
functions, I try not to look at my phone or answer calls or text messages.  Obviously 
sometimes there are urgent matters that need to be addressed but for the most part, 
I leave the phone in my pocket or in the car.  I can always tell a difference in my 
attention span in the off-season compared to in-season.  I am way more attentive 
and relaxed once the season is over and I know my kids recognize that.  I am by no 
means a model for perfect work-life balancmeans a model for perfect work-life balance.  I think all of us as type A 
overachievers will always struggle to have that balance.  But I do know that over the 
years I have been able to recognize what's really important for me, and that means 
putting my family first and my job second.  And more importantly, it's ok for me to 
admit that.  

Are the se sategies y use that e easi to implement 
than oths? Do se take me time and/ efft?

So I won’t travel on those weeks because that is my responsibility and my desire to 
be with them. That was addressed before I took the job. One piece of advice the 
Pirates’ organization gives is to “be where your feet are”. I try really hard to practice 
that. So if I am at a kids event and the phone rings, I will wait until later to return 
the call. I struggle with this because I always want to be available for everyone but I 
need to remind myself “be where your feet are”. I don’t really address strategies for 
burnout with athletes because neither they or I have control over schedule, game 
length, traveling, etc.length, traveling, etc.

SAMANTHA: 1. Identify what is important TODAY and focus on that. 2. Write down your 
hobbies (today) so you can remember them when life gets crazy. 

LISA: 1. Remember, life isn’t about everything being perfect, it is about experiences & 
relationships. 2. Take care of yourself or you can’t take care of anyone at work or home.

ALLISON: 1. Set boundaries up front. If you say “yes” to everything then don’t expect 
people to know when you need help, are stressed out, or need a break. 2. Take a 
vacation. The chocolate milk delivery can be received by someone else. The
supplement order can stay in the loading dock for another day and the athlete thatsupplement order can stay in the loading dock for another day and the athlete that
needed you will still have the same issues when you get back…And DON’T FEEL 
GUILTY FOR TAKING TIME FOR YOURSELF!!!

If y cld recmend two sategies/practices to fute spts 
dietitians  managing sess and avding bnt what w ld 
they be and why?

SAMANTHA: When I get stressed I get tunnel vision and get into this “get er done 
mode” which usually means I am going 100 miles per hour. During these times I 
forget to stop and ask for help with the smaller tasks I could hand off. I am also 
working on my delegation skills.  

LISA: Difficulty staying asleep usually means I need to let go of something in my life or 
spend a little time organizing to make everything fit.  I usually encounter this at the 
change of season/sport.

ALLISON: Yes, shortness of breath has happened to me (most likely a panic attack) and 
there will be times I just sit at my computer and stare… and do nothing… for long 
periods of time.

Do y have any signs  sympts that wn y that y e 
sessed  need to stt practicing these habits?

H  do y maintain a wk-life balance?
SAMANTHA:  Million dollar question… I have been trying to make self-care a priority. 
On Sundays I make time to have a hot bath, relax and set my intentions for the week 
and read. Bath bombs have also become my addiction.  In the morning, I complete a 
few morning mindset questions to set my focus for the day. These help me identify 
what is most important TODAY and what is a priority for that specific day. Then at the 
end of the day I do an endcap on my day, evaluating how I did, how I handled difficult 
situations or how I could better handle them the next time. 

LISA: – Admit I can’t do it all. I prioritize and utilize the students on my staff to help 
cover events when I need to be present for my children.  At times, I bring my family 
to work events so we can enjoy time together. I also make daily chores a “date” with 
my spouse or children.  We might walk the dog together or connect about their day by 
doing the dishes or folding laundry.

ALLISONALLISON: I haven’t perfected it by any means. I still miss my kids’ games and school 
activities. I still respond to text messages when I shouldn’t. But having the support of 
the Pirates’ organization really gives me the freedom and ability to actually say no and 
spend more quality time at home. I continue to work on this.
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ANY FINAL REMARKS?
Yes, one factor that members and students might find interesting, was 
that when preparing for the World Cup, we tried to check all the boxes. 
This meant tracking all the player’s menstrual cycles. This was 
something new but gave great insight to each player as we helped 
alleviate their most common side effects, to increase performance. 
We used specific foods, supplements and recovery protocols with
an effort to increase performance and combat each player’s symptoms an effort to increase performance and combat each player’s symptoms 
from their cycle. Getting to dive into something new and different was 
a lot of fun. I believe this might be an up and coming topic for research 
and further utilization.

DO YOU HAVE ANY ADVICE FOR DIETITIANS WHO WILL BE DOING 
LARGE TEAM EVENTS LIKE THIS ONE IN THE FUTURE?

WHAT DO YOU WISH YOU WOULD HAVE KNOWN?

Thrilled to have the opportunity to work with an “elite of the elite” 
organization that is forward thinking and cutting edge.

WHAT WAS YOUR NUTRITIONAL FOCUS FOR THE TEAM AND 
OVERARCHING STRATEGY?

To maximize the time I had with each player and expose them to as 
much as possible within short windows of time at camps. The team had 
a strong foundation. The majority were nutritionally solid, so my focus 
was to get granular to maximize every percent possible.

WHAT EXPERIENCE DO YOU HAVE THAT YOU FEEL HELPED YOU GAIN 
THIS OPPORTUNITY?

WHAT DO YOU FEEL WAS YOUR BIGGEST STRUGGLE?

Food sourcing; French culture to satisfy American palates isn’t always 
an easy job. For example, black beans were not prevalent, but were a 
staple in most players diets. We thankfully hired a chef which helped 
tremendously. We also planned a lot of the menu ahead of time and 
shipped in as many products as we could.

WHAT WAS YOUR INITIAL REACTION TO THE NEWS THAT YOU WOULD 
BE THE TEAM USA WOMEN’S SOCCER TEAM REGISTERED DIETITIAN?

Experience working with a wide range of professional and elite 
athletes. I’ve been fortunate to build a resume of working with some 
amazing teams such as: Indianapolis Colts, Indiana Pacers, Portland 
Trailblazers, USA Track & Field, along with a few other national 
governing bodies for sports. I believe US Soccer trusted me with their 
athletes due to prior experiences and I’m extremely grateful.

How many avocados we’d go through during camps! I would have 
bought stock in them if I would have known, ha-ha!!

Find players that are advocates for you. I found a few that helped with 
player buy-in and gauging the “pulse” of the team. Advocates can help 
you tremendously with menu design and understanding player 
preferences; along with being a sounding board for any crazy nutrition 
ideas you come up with.

HOW HAS BEING A PART OF CPSDA IMPACTED YOU?

CPSDA has created personal and professional growth that I never 
expected! CPSDA has surrounded me with influential peers to serve as 
sounding boards and even deep friendships to lock arms and walk 
through the trenches with. Without CPSDA, I would not have acquired 
the position with US soccer.

PHOTO CREDIT: CBS SPORTSPHOTO CREDIT: FRANCISCO SECO/APLINDSAY LANGFORD
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